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the film is scheduled to release
theatrically after the lockdown period.
but skymovieshd, jalshamoviez want
toleak the film baazionline before
releasing. but according to the report
that skymovieshd already has warned
the makers of the film to release the
movie baazione day before the official
release. this pirated site gives a
headache to the indian filmmakers.
many other websites such as
movie4me, tamilrockers, 9kmovies,
filmyhit, filmyzilla, movierulz,
tamilblasters, filmywap, filmyzilla,
downloadhub, 9xmovies, filmypur,
worldfree4u, mp4moviez also have
followed its footstep and leaked the
movie by using all the trending terms
on the internet in google search.
jalshamoviez has leaked the movie
trailer with the trending term
baazi(2021) full movie free download.
earlier many bollywood hindi films have
become the targets of these websites.
baazi full movie watchis the trending
term these days on the internet in
google search. many users are
searching for baazi(2021) hd movie
downloadfor free download in torrentz2.
baazi (eng: challenge) is a 2021 indian
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bengali-language action thriller film
directed by anshuman pratyush and
produced by jeet, gopal madnani and
amit jumrani under the banner of jeetz
filmworks pvt. ltd. the film starring jeet
and mimi chakraborty is an official
remake of 2016 telugu film nannaku
prematho. the film shot in london was
wrapped up in october 2020. like the
other movie websites, jalshamoviez
also has given a warning message for
the makers of the film to release the
movie baazi(2021)on the internet
before the official release of the film. it
is clearly stated in the message that the
makers of the film are warned to
release the movie on the internet
before the lockdown period. but the film
makers are not ready to accept this
message. because they have not taken
the this warning seriously. so they have
decided to release the film
baazi(2021)online as per their wish. but
the website jalshamoviez has blocked
the site of the film and has also warned
the film makers.
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